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Abstract—In this paper the general idea and properties of zero knowledge proofs are discussed. The modern zero knowledge proofs zk-STARKs, zk-SNARKs (Ligero and Sonic) and Bulletproofs are compared regarding their need for a trusted setup, proof length, proving time and verification time. Zero knowledge proofs are (non-)interactive proofs that yield no information to the verifier. They are widely useable as they exist for every problem in \( NP \). Zero knowledge proofs are used for many applications like signatures, anonymous decentralized payments on blockchains or verifying computations.

Index Terms—zero knowledge proof

1. Introduction

How much information have to be used to perform a certain action and how to minimize the released information? Any information given away might be used for attacks and other malicious activities, so information minimization is a fundamental security principle [1]. Especially if the aim is to convince someone of something, minimizing the released information seems to be hard. Zero knowledge proofs provide a solution for this problem. The idea of zero knowledge proofs (ZKPs) shown in [2] is that they guarantee that a polynomial time verifier gains essentially no information from a proof.

The verifier is only convinced that the given statement is valid. The prover does not release its secret information. So zero knowledge is a property a proof has. This is a way to show that a proof does not reveal too much information. [2, 3]

As ZKPs are well suited for the use on blockchains, they have got more attention with the recent rise of blockchain technology [4].

In this paper a part of the general theory about ZKPs is introduced in Section 2. Then modern ZKP systems are considered in Section 3 and in Section 4 applications of ZKPs are discussed. In the last Section 5 related works are recommended.

2. What are Zero Knowledge Proofs?

This section introduces to the basics of ZKPs. They have an extensive theory, so more advanced topics cannot be discussed in this brief paper. After reading this section the reader will know the meaning of every part of the term (non-)interactive zero knowledge argument of knowledge, therefore this section prepares the reader for the used terms of Section 3. At first in Subsection 2.1 the parts of a ZKP system are discussed. Then the essential properties of every ZKP are introduced in Subsection 2.2. Furthermore, differences between interactive and non-interactive ZKPs and how non-interactivity is achieved are considered in Subsection 2.3. After that the meaning of the suffix “of knowledge” is explained in Subsection 2.4. Finally, in Subsection 2.5 a possible use of the functionality of ZKPs is discussed from a blackbox perspective.

2.1. Framework

The statement to be proven is a decision problem. It consists of a language \( L \) and for any given input \( x \) one has to decide whether \( x \in L \). A ZKP system consists of such a decision problem and two programs\(^2\): One is the verifier and has typically limited resources like a polynomial runtime limit for its calculations. The other one is the prover that either has more computational power or usually a witness for the problem. The used language and the input \( x \) are known to both verifier and prover, so the secret information is the witness allowing to prove the membership of \( x \) efficiently. [2, 3, 6, 7]

Polynomial runtime limits in this Section 2 are taking the size of the common input \( |x| \) as argument of the polynomial limiting the runtime. For interactive ZKPs the verifier and prover communicate in alternating rounds or in the case of non-interactive ZKPs (NZKPs) the prover creates one proof that can be verified without further interaction (see Subsection 2.3). The purpose of the prover is to convince the verifier that \( x \in L \) is correct without revealing more information. The task of the verifier is to check if \( x \in L \) is correct with sufficiently high probability. Both prover and verifier can use randomness, so a recording of the view of the verifier of a proof is a random variable. [2, 3, 6, 7] This framework is illustrated in Figure 1.

2.2. Properties of a ZKP

A ZKP system fulfills the following three properties: Completeness:

1. A language is a set of words over an alphabet.
2. Anything like algorithms or Turing machines or equally computationally powerful is considered according to the Church-Turing Hypothesis [5].
Completeness means that for $x \in L$ the prover having a witness or enough computational power can/will convince the verifier of this correct statements. This convincing can either be successful with sufficiently high probability or in case of perfect completeness with certainty. This assumes that the verifier fulfills its part of the protocol\cite{3, 6, 8}.

**Soundness:**

If the statement is not correct (if $x \notin L$) the verifier should only be convinced by \textit{any} program\footnote{A “troll” verifier could always reject.} with a sufficiently low probability. This means that wrong statements are not likely accepted. Also note that this is not defined as chance of zero to convince the prover of a wrong statement. This property is often weakened to \textit{computational soundness} like in Section 3. In this case the soundness property only has to hold against programs that have polynomial runtime. Therefore any program with more runtime could convince the verifier of at least one false statement with a higher probability. Often ZKPs with computational soundness are called \textit{zero knowledge arguments} instead of ZKPs \cite[Section 2.1]{3}, like the ZKPs mentioned later in Section 3. But the term ZKPs in this work includes zero knowledge arguments aswell. \cite{2, 3, 6}

**Zero Knowledge:**

For the zero knowledge property soundness and correctness are not regarded. The prover is the same as in the ZKP system, but the verifier can be any potentially adversarial program that might try to get additional information. The idea of \cite{2} was that the \textit{no information}\footnote{This means not only the prover of the system, but every program that can take its place.} gain of any verifier can be defined by the notion of indistinguishability between the distribution\footnote{except that the statement is true} of the recorded view\footnote{It is a distribution as both programs might use randomness.} of this verifier and another distribution that is made by a simulator running in expected polynomial time. This simulator only assumes that $x \in L$ and does not use the prover at all, so that the conclusion is that this verifier cannot gain anything new from the proof it could not compute in (expected) polynomial time on its own. \cite{2, 3}

There are many variants and slightly changed definitions for this, but two common are:

- Perfect zero knowledge: Both distributions are identical and thus indistinguishable.
- Computational zero knowledge: Both distributions cannot be distinguished by any algorithm with polynomially bounded computation time except with a negligible small probability difference.

Note that perfect zero knowledge implies computational zero knowledge. Computational zero knowledge is the most general and therefore often used as a synonym for zero knowledge. \cite{2, 3, 8, 9}

One disadvantage of this definition of \textit{no information} gain is that following these definitions every interactive proof for a problem in polynomial time ($P$) is a ZKP; as the verifier/simulator could solve it in polynomial time on its own. So zero knowledge makes only sense for problems that do not need more than (expected) polynomial time, therefore the name \textit{zero knowledge proof} may be a bit misleading.

There are many variants \cite{3} and slight variations of these definitions, here only the most basic can be mentioned. Another more restrictive variant is \textit{honest verifier zero knowledge} \cite[Section 3]{3}, which means that there only has to exist such a simulator for the one verifier of the ZKP system (e.g. any dishonest/cheating verifier may get information).

A more restrictive definition is \textit{auxiliary input zero knowledge}, where the simulator and the verifier both get access to a string of already known knowledge. This means that no previous knowledge can be used by a verifier to gain more information from the interaction than it could compute with this previous knowledge by itself. Auxiliary input zero knowledge implies that the composition of ZKPs stays a ZKP. \cite{10}

A less restrictive variant is that of \textit{witness indistinguishability}, where the used witness from a set of possible ones cannot be determined. This can be combined with witness hiding (e.g. no new witness can be computed from the proof). \cite{11}

### 2.3. Non-Interactive ZKP

Interactivity is sometimes too difficult or too costly to achieve. This is especially important for blockchains (or other similar structures) as very relevant use case of non-interactive ZKPs (NZKPs), where the proofs must be publicly verifiable. This means that the proof must be a one-way message created by the prover, that is then saved on the blockchain. This proof must be verifiable by any participant of the blockchain without any interaction with the prover, only using the blockchain data. \cite{6} \cite{4}, Only very limited languages like those in BPP\footnote{In BPP are problems that can be solved with high probability in probabilistic polynomial time.} have NZKPs. \cite{10} Therefore the used model has to be changed. As in many ZKPs the verifier only sends randomly selected challenges to the verifier, this random selection could be done by a trustworthy public source of randomness instead. So the prover and verifier would both know the resulting random challenges, but there would be no need for the verifier to send these questions to the prover. The verifier would still receive all answers to these challenges in the one-way proof of the prover. \cite{7, 12}

An initial approach is to have a shared random bit string per statement \cite{13} that allows the creation of a ZKP that can be verified non-interactively. As common random strings do not simply exist, there are the following two approaches. For each approach common data is generated in an interactive setup at the start of the ZKP system. After this setup the system can be used for non-interactive
proofs, even by non-participants of the setup.
One option is the Common Reference String model, where from a distribution a common string can be generated [14]. But this requires a trusted setup of the distribution. The trusted setup of a NZKp system consists of several participants9 that each generate their own secret and use these in an interaction that is used to create the distribution. In the best case these individual secrets are destroyed immediately. But if anyone gets all those secrets (for example if all participants collude) the soundness and the zero knowledge property are no longer guaranteed [7, 14]–[16].

Another option to get NZKPs is to use the Fiat-Shamir heuristic from [12], which replaces the random decisions of the verifier by a hash function over the parameters of the proof. As this requires no trust in the confidentiality of a setup this is called transparent setup instead [6]. This function is used instead to make the choices that the verifier would do randomly. The hashfunction is not selected by the prover, but it is part of the common shared data. [12, 17, 18]

Although there is some controversy about it, this heuristic is secure for honest verifier ZKPs according to [18] in the Random Oracle Model.

2.4. Proof of Knowledge

Many ZKPs10 are ZKPs of knowledge. Proof of knowledge [19] intuitively means that the prover proves its knowledge about a witness usable to prove the given problem in polynomial time. Therefore some (explicit or extractable) knowledge is guaranteed to be possessed by the prover. This can be formalized by defining another probabilistic polynomial algorithm extracting the witness using the prover as an oracle machine. [19]

2.5. Example: Blackbox Workflow of a ZKP

The properties mentioned before are about the requirements a ZKP should fulfill, not about how one would use a ZKP in a concrete way. As even simple examples of ZKPs are too long for this paper, this is now discussed from a blackbox perspective and assumes that eventual setups for NZKPs are already done. In Figure 2 this high-level view is depicted for non-interactive ZKPs and to its parts are now referred to with (1) to (8). At first (1) the statement over the common input is transformed into the input type usable by the zero knowledge proof (2), in most cases this is some low level representation like boolean or arithmetic circuits. These are circuits over finite fields. For the circuits the satisfiability problem11 is to be proven. There are programs to transform from higher level languages like TinyRAM (a small subset of the programming language C) into this input format [4]. The resulting number of gates |C| of the circuit C is one variable of the proof length and costs as shown in Section 3. This problem representation is then used by the prover.

9. This group does not have to consist of everyone that ever uses the system. It can be a reasonably sized subset balancing the trustworthiness of the setup and setup costs.
10. including the ones presented in Section 3
11. Showing that there exists inputs to the circuit so that the specified output (e.g. 1 for boolean circuits) is achieved.

Figure 2: A high level view of the usage of non-interactive ZKPs.

(6) to either do an interactive proof or to generate the non-interactive proof over the common input (3) and its private information (4) using the proving key of the setup data (5). The verifier checks this (non-)interactively using (the common verification key (7) of the setup data and) the input data of the proof (8). [4, 6, 7].

Note that for statements like that a transaction on a blockchain12 [20] is correct, data (either public or committed13) of that blockchain is part of the common input of the proof, so the proof refers to that specific blockchain. The user can formulate the statements on a higher level language and let the ZKP system do the complex mathematical part. Even without deep mathematical understanding of ZKPs usage of a provided implementations is possible. For such implementations see [4].

3. Examples of Modern ZKPs

In this section ZKPs are compared regarding their capabilities. This is a limited and simplified selection due to the complexity and extent of the topic. For this the popular term zk-SNARKs is introduced in Subsection 3.1. Then newer ZKPs called zk-STARKs are covered in Subsection 3.2. The popular ZKP Bulletproof and Ligero as zk-SNARK without and Sonic as a zk-Snark with trusted setup are discussed in the remaining Subsections.

3.1. zk-SNARKs

Zero Knowledge Succinct Non-Interactive Argument of Knowledge (zk-SNARKs) is a common term for NZKPs. After Section 2 only the word succinct has to be explained, which means that the proof size and verification time are less than linear in the input size or even constant. Some zk-SNARKs use trusted setups like Sonic [22], while more recently zk-SNARKs without trusted setup (transparent setup or also interactively useable) like Ligero [23] have been created. [4, 6, 24]

3.2. zk-STARKs

Zero Knowledge Scalable Transparent Arguments of Knowledge (zk-STARKs) use cryptographic hashfunctions

12. or a similar system like central signature authority [12], as long as provers and verifiers trust the integrity of the data provided by it
13. Committing data means to use a one-way hashfunction so that the given argument cannot be changed without altering the hash, but the hash also contains no useable information about the used argument [21].
for their security assumptions. Quantum computers cannot find collisions for these hashfunctions efficiently [25]. For this reason zk-STARKs are believed to be more resistant to quantum computers than other ZKPs. For non-interactive proofs they use the Fiat-Shamir heuristic. Scalability means quasilinear proving time \((n \cdot \text{polylog}(n))\) and polylogarithmic verification time. In [26, 27] zk-STARKs are defined and some are constructed. Their new feature is the combination of scalability on both the provers and verifiers side combined with their transparency. Thus their prover timer outperforms zk-SNARKs (or Bulletproof) [26, Section 1.3]. But the proof sizes of STARKs are significantly larger for small input sizes (like validating blockchain transactions), which make them less suitable for this common use case on blockchains. [24, 26, 27]

3.3. Bulletproof

Bulletproof [28] is a ZKP that is used to prove that a committed secret value \(v \in Z_p\) is in a given range \([0, 2^n - 1]\). Bulletproof relies on the Discrete Logarithm Problem as security assumption. Bulletproof has the feature to accumulate \(m\) range proofs into one bigger range proof with a smaller total size. The size of the proof consists of \(2(\log_2(n) + \log_2(m) + 4)\) elements of \(G\) and always 5 elements of \(Z_p\). Also a multi party protocol was proposed [28, section 4.5] that can be used for merging multiple proofs of multiple parties while each party keeps their secret with linear communication in the number of proofs \(m\) and a logarithmic number of rounds in \(n\). Therefore the total size of the accumulated proof grows logartihmic per additionally range proof over \([0, 2^n - 1]\).

More generally Bulletproof can be used to prove that a given computation over an arithmetic circuit \(C\) is correct. The computation times needed for prover and verifier are each linear in \(n\) respectively \(|C|\) [4, table 3]. Also the non-interactivity is achieved using the Fiat-Shamir heuristic, so Bulletproof requires no trusted setup. [28]

3.4. Ligero

Ligero [23] is a zk-SNARK made non-interactive with a transparent setup using the Fiat-Shamir transform. Like zk-STARKs its security assumption is based on cryptographich hash functions. It is used to verify for a given arithmetic circuit \(C\), which checks the membership of a language \(L\) in \(NP\), whether an input \(x\) is in \(L\). The sublinear proof size is in \(\Theta(\sqrt{|C|})\), therefore Ligero is called a succinct non-interactive argument of knowledge (zk-SNARK). Both the running times of the verifier and prover are in \(O(|C| \cdot \log(C))\) [4, table 3]. This protocol can also be used with a multi-party protocol merging multiple instances for a better amortized run time for the verification. [23]

3.5. Sonic

Sonic is a zk-SNARK with trusted setup. The proof size is constant in regard to the input. The proving time is in \(|C| \cdot \log |C|\) as well as the costs of the universal updatable trusted setup. Updatable means that the trusted setup can continue indefinitely, i.e. new participants can be later added to increase the trust in the setup. The universal setup has not to be repeated for different circuits, instead all circuits with circuit sizes up to a at the setup fixed size are allowed. The verification time is linear to the size \(N\) of the inputs of the gates and also logarithmic in \(|C|\) [4, Table 3]. The security bases on the Algebraic Group Model. [22]

3.6. Comparison

In Table 1 are the asymptotic runtimes and proof sizes of the mentioned ZKPs depicted. Be aware that for small input sizes zk-STARKs create proofs of significantly larger sizes than Bulletproof or zk-SNARKs (including Sonic and Ligero). Because zk-SNARKs were introduced several years earlier than zk-STARKs, they have more available implementations to use. As shown these algorithms have different strengths and should be chosen depending on the use case. Note that this is only a limited selection of the many ZKPs, more are listed in [4].

4. Use Cases

It was shown in [29] and [30] that every problem in \(NP^{15}\) has computational (non-)interactive ZKPs. Also the ZKPs in 3 all support at least all problems in \(NP\) as input. Of this wide applicability of ZKPs some potential use cases are discussed next. Generally, there are a lot of applications of ZKPs on blockchains like anonymous payments, voting, age verification, risk assessment, or auctions [7, sec. Zero-Knowledge Proof Applications], smart contracts, verifying computations or delegated computing [4].

4.1. Signatures

Like shown in [12] one can create non-interactive signatures having a zero knowledge property, issued by a central authority that is not required for authentication. There are interactive zero knowledge undeniable signatures like in [31]. They cannot be verified without the signer, making it much harder (or not possible) for anyone but the private key owner to convince a third party that a message is signed correctly. Besides proving the correctness of a signed message, they can also be used to prove (also a ZKP) that a message is not correctly signed to protect the signer against false accusations. [31]

14. The proof size is the length of the communication between prover and verifier in the interactive case, otherwise the length of the one-way message.

15. Decision problems that can be solved in exponential time and checked with a witness in polynomial time.
### 4.2. Private Transactions on Blockchains

Digital currencies like Bitcoin are pseudo-anonymous. The transactions between all addresses are publicly visible to verify the correctness of the transactions. If an identity is linked to an address, the transaction history belonging to that address is retrievable. Using a new address for each new transaction or coin mixers makes this harder, but does not implicitly guarantee anonymity. [32] Digital currencies for decentralized and trustless payments like the protocol Zerocash described in [20], solve this problem with the use of zk-SNARKS. Such currencies thereby offer a possibility for more anonymous (hidden amount, origin and destination) payments. The payment is found by scanning over the block chain using the corresponding private key searching for a commitment to the related address. [20]

Furthermore, for such currencies a trusted setup might be a disadvantage. As this requires trust in the correctness of key ceremonies with a big number of participants like that of Zcash that are only insecure if all participants are dishonest [16]. So instead NIZKPs with a transparent setup might solve this issue. For example the previously mentioned Bulletproof which requires no trusted setup is used by the crypto currency Monero to prove that the sum of committed inputs is greater than the committed outputs of a transaction. [28, 33].

### 4.3. Verifying Computations

Even for checking computations on a von Neumann RISC architecture like vonTinyRAM in [34] verifying the computations via generating arithmetic circuits is possible for moderate code lengths. In this scenario both client and server know a function \( F \) and a given input \( x \), the server knows or computes a secret \( w \) so that \( z = F(x, w) \). The zk-SNARK used enables verifying the correct computation while the server keeps its secret and also the verification needs only very limited resources. The cited work tests up to 32,000 machine cycles and 10,000 instructions on a desktop computer, achieving universality of the computations as only the time bound of the program execution has to be known ahead of the proof. But the work also shows that ZKPs for universal computations are still expensive for bigger and more complex programs. [34]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Trusted Setup</th>
<th>Proof Size</th>
<th>Proving Time</th>
<th>Verification Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bulletproof</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>( O(\log M) )</td>
<td>( O(M) )</td>
<td>( O(1) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ligero</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>( O(\sqrt{</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>}) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STARK</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>( O((\log</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>)^2) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sonic</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>( O(1) )</td>
<td>(</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1:** Table part from [4, Table 3], \(|C|\) is the number of gates of the computation expressed as arithmetic circuit, \(M\) the number of AND gates in it, \(N\) the length of the inputs and outputs of the computation [4, Table 3].

### 5. Related Works

A survey paper about ZPKs and the more recent development is [35]. An extensive document about the concepts of ZKPs is [6]. For a basic overview of some of the theory of interactive ZKPs see [3]. A basic example of a ZKP can be found in [29, Protocol 4]. [36] gives an good listing of some of the theory of NIZKPs and the research history. [37] is a short overview of the use of NIZKPs in Blockchains. The later mentioned paper about Bulletproof [28] is also possibility to get a better understanding of a modern NIZKPs. For an overview of some of the many use cases and implementations of non interactive zero knowledge proofs for blockchains see [4].

### 6. Conclusion

As shown ZKPs have a complex theory and wide applicability. The aim of these algorithms is to minimize released information that is not to be proven, but is needed to prove something. The basic zero knowledge, soundness and completeness properties should definitely be fulfilled by all ZKPs. Especially the zero knowledge property shows a way to formalize that no usefull information except the validity of the statement to be proven is released. ZKPs are an interesting topic and wide research field with much theory and an important part of cryptography. The use of this technology on blockchains is a promising ongoing development as well as the improving NIZKPs with transparent setup removing the trust issues of trusted setups. Also its many use cases like signatures, crypto currency transactions or even verifying computations are very versatile.
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